
How the Mind’s Eye Works:  Creativity & Visual Thinking with David Dunlop                                                                              
Sunday, October 27 @ 2 PM, Main Program Room
As an Emmy award-winning host and writer of the 13-show national PBS television series, Landscapes Through Time 
with David Dunlop, and visiting artist/lecturer at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and Silvermine Art Guild, Dunlop’s 
reputation as an accomplished painter and teacher is well established. In his ARTalk, he will discuss how visual thinking 
enables us to be more creative. From Galileo to Newton to Edison to Einstein, these innovators visualized solutions to the 
problems they set before themselves. As an artist, Dunlop will explore how making images and picturing things serves as 
a fundamental springboard for innovation and creativity.

ARTalks:  exploring the creative process | Fall–Winter  2019–2020

Peter Bachmann, JCJ Architecture Principal and Market Sector Leader for Universities and Schools, will give a slide-
illustrated tour of outstanding contemporary and historic architecture.  He will focus on how architecture that is built of 
stone, glass, steel, and more creates an experience by engaging our senses. He will also draw analogies to music as it relates 
to architecture. This presentation and discussion will help participants experience architecture, and maybe even music, 
more fully by tuning into elements that go beyond the materials themselves. 

Dynamic Architecture:  The Spaces In Between with Peter Bachmann                                                                                                                  
Sunday, December 1 @ 2 PM, Main Program Room

The Joys & Perils of Independent Filmmaking with Megan Smith-Harris                                                                                                      
Sunday, February 9 @ 2 PM, Main Program Room
Award-winning filmmaker Megan Smith-Harris is the Director of the Ridgefield Independent Film Festival and the 
president and co-owner of Pyewackitt Productions, an independent production company with a commitment to create 
high-quality, socially relevant programs with a unique perspective. Smith-Harris will share clips from her documentary 
films along with humorous behind-the-scenes anecdotes about the perils, joys, and challenges of documentary filmmaking. 
She will also discuss the necessary steps to fund a film, as well as how to market and promote it once it’s completed.

Co-sponsored by the Ridgefield Library & the Ridgefield Guild of Artists

please register for all programs at w w w.ridgefieldlibrar y.org or call 203-438-2282.

Clara Nguyen, project archivist for the Maurice Sendak Collection at the University of Connecticut, will use materials 
from the Collection, most significantly preliminary sketches, dummy books, and final drawings, to discuss Maurice 
Sendak’s artistic treatment of his characters and the worlds in which he imagines them and, consequently, the impact 
he sent reverberating through the world of children’s literature. Sendak is considered to be the most important book 
artist of the 20th century.  Note: A private tour of the Maurice Sendak Collection at UConn will take place on Friday, 
September 27. Check our website for details. Space is limited, so please register early.

The Many Worlds of Maurice Sendak:  An Analysis of Imagery & Creative Process 
with Clara Nguyen
Sunday, September 22 @ 2 PM, Main Program Room

A Gem in Greenwich, CT:  The Brant Foundation Art Study Center 
with Sabrina Marsalisi                        
Sunday, November 17 @ 2 PM, Main Program Room
Now celebrating the 10th anniversary since its founding in 2009, The Brant Foundation is home to a remarkable collection 
of contemporary art and several changing exhibitions throughout the year.  Sabrina Marsalisi, Director of Education, will 
talk about the founding, mission, and history of this renowned contemporary art center, which is housed in an exquisite 
stone barn building near the Greenwich polo grounds. She will also talk about the collection and current exhibition at 
the Greenwich location.  Note: A docent-led tour of The Brant Foundation will take place on Friday, November 27. 
Check our website for details. Space is limited, so please register early.

Women’s Work:  A History of Art with Molleen Theodore                                                                                                                                      
Sunday, March 8 @ 2 PM, Main Program Room
Join Dr. Molleen Theodore, Associate Curator of Programs at the Yale University Art Gallery and MOMA Educator, 
for a lecture focused on modern and contemporary artwork produced by women. We will look closely at objects across 
media and discuss social and historical context, reception, and institutional structures, positioning women at the center of 
this story. Almost fifty years after Linda Nochlin’s groundbreaking essay, Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?, 
there is still much to uncover about the role and contributions of women in the history of art. 
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